In any drag car, stopping in a controlled fashion is paramount. In addition, proper braking power is just as important on the starting line. But why? The reason is because staging accurately and consistently leads to consistency in reaction times and 60-foot times (as well as quarter-mile or eighth-mile times). For this reason, some racers have turned to dual-caliper rear brakes.

In any footbrake car, you hold the brake pedal with a lot of brake pressure as you ease up on the revs to obtain the desired launch rpm. With drum rear brakes, you generally have a lot of holding power, but this can lead to drag, thus slowing your car down. Plus, drum brakes can be heavy, another downer for drag racers. With standard single-caliper disc brakes, you reduce weight, but this can lead to reduced holding power in a footbraker. This can also be a problem for high-powered turbo and supercharged cars that stage under boost.

Aerospace Components produces a dual-caliper rear-brake kit, and it’s a good option for a variety of drag cars, from turbocharged Outlaw machines to bracket brawlers, both of which can roll through the beams when the revs are brought up during staging. The Aerospace kit is complete and includes aluminum hats, lightweight rotors, and four billet-aluminum calipers, all of which weighs less than most popular factory rear brake setups. Kits are available for most applications, all of the necessary mounting brackets are included, and you get a set of Hawk racing pads, which work great.

The major benefit is increased braking power, both for staging and stopping after the run. It may be necessary to install a proportioning valve to dial in the desired brake pressure in order to provide the best balance for stopping at speed. I also recommend using a brake-pressure gauge so you dial in the performance of your braking system and build consistency into your routine.
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Before installation, the aluminum hats and lightweight rotors must be bolted together. The supplied bolts are given a coat of anti-seize compound before being locked down.

Three aluminum brackets are provided for each side. One bracket bolts to the housing end, and the other two bolt to it and mount the calipers horizontally from each other. Allen-head bolts and lock nuts are used to attach the brackets.

With all three brackets in place, the brake rotors are installed. Two spacers and lug nuts will be threaded onto the studs to keep the rotor snug against the axle flanges. Aerospace brake hats are universal and use three-bolt patterns.
Take the time to line up the second caliper, or pad wear could be inconsistent and drag could result, which will slow you down and increase pad wear. With both calipers mounted, the 90-degree fittings can be installed. Then, the stainless-steel flex lines can be threaded onto the fittings and tightened before joining both lines with a tee fitting.